
Problem Set 7Fall 11Due: Thursday, 1st Deember, 2011, 11:00 am before lass beginsPlease follow the homework format guidelines posted on the lass web page:http://www.s.illinois.edu/lass/fa11/s373/1. [Category: Aliens, Points: 5℄Prove that the problem of deiding whether there are aliens is deidable or undeidable.More preisely, is there a TM that will take as input "Are there aliens?" and aepts itif there are aliens, and rejets it if there aren't any. (The TM rejets all other strings.)2. [Category: Undeidability, Points: 20℄Let L be the set of all enoding of Turing mahines and words, 〈M,w〉 suh that Mwhen run on w at some point moves right for three onseutive steps. Prove that L isundeidable.3. [Category: CFG design, Points: 20℄Consider well-formed arithmeti expressions on numbers with four binary operators
{+,−, ∗, /} and one unary operator {−} (negative sign). A number is any string over
{0, 1, . . . 9} (starting with 0s is �ne). To avoid ambiguity, onsider expressions whihare parenthesized every time an operation is used. Design a ontext-free grammar forarithmeti expressions. That is onstrut a grammar G suh that L(G) is the set ofall valid arithmeti expressions.Here are three examples that should be in L(G):
((((1335 + 21) ∗ 3222)− 431)/565)

(745− (−((003− (101 + 134545452)) + (345− 4453))))

(1/0)Here are �ve examples that should NOT be in L(G):
(1 + 2− 3 ∗ 4)

(1−−(2 + 3))

(2 + 3(

1 + 2

((1) + 2)After your onstrution, show the following two strings are valid arithmeti expressionsby expliitly showing every yield step of applying rules in G.(a) (2 + (−(1 ∗ 3)))(b) ((4/5) + (5 ∗ (6 + 7))) 1
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4. [Category: CFG Design, Points: 20℄We want to show that a subset of HTML douments is a ontext-free language. Forour purposes, we will onsider a subset of HTML restrited to the tags: html, body,ul, li. In partiular, the doument must have the open tags and lose tags mathedproperly, and satisfy the following onditions:
• The doument must start with an open <html> tag and lose with </html> andthere should be no other html tag and all text must be ontained within thesetags.
• There is only one open body tag (and its mathing lose tag)
• All ul tags our within the body blok. There an be any number of ul bloks,and all li must bloks our within an immediate ul blok. A ul blok need nothave any li bloks within it.
• There an be text anywhere within the <html> blok, between any tags.
• Text is any sequene of a�z, A�Z, and the spae harater.Hene suh douments start with the html tag followed by some text followed by abody blok. The body blok onsists of nested ul bloks that have sequenes of libloks, and text in between the tags.For example, the following is a well-formed doument:<html> Heading <body> Blah Blah <ul><li> first item </li><li>seond</li><ul><li>This is nested at seond level</li></ul></ul></body> </html>5. CNF Conversion [Category: Proof., Points: 7+7+6℄ Consider the grammar G:

S → 0A0 | 1B1 | BB
A → C
B → S | A
C → S | ǫ(a) First, add a rule S0 → S to G and eliminate ǫ-produtions, obtaining G1. Writedown preisely the set of nullable variables, and the resulting grammar G1.(b) Eliminate any unit produtions in G1, obtaining G2. Write down preisely the setof all transitive unit derivations, and the resulting grammar G2.() Put G2 into Chomsky Normal Form G3.6. CYK [Category: Comprehension, Points: 20℄Use CYK algorithm to determine whether or not the given string belongs to the gram-mar. Your answer should inlude either "yes" or "no" and a hart that you built usingCYK.You are required to use the CYK algorithm; do not just give a derivation or an argumentas to why the word does not belong to the language.Determine whether the string (i) aabbbb and (ii) aabaab belong to the language.2



S −→ AP | AB

E −→ AP | EB | b

P −→ EB

A −→ a

B −→ b
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